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A

mber Dermont’s first novel,
The Starboard Sea, bears the
cross-border cultural quirk of
belonging to a particularly American sub-genre – the old-money
prep-school melodrama – that
has virtually no equivalent in Canadian literature. We are too
deeply attached to our denial
regarding inherited wealth, too
indifferent to the vague emotional sufferings that apparently
come with unimaginable privilege. In CanLit, the idea of the
Upper Canada College set being
the objects of deserved romance
and existential sympathy is, in
the country north of elite schools
Groton and Choate, something
close to absurd. Who is Canada’s
Bret Easton Ellis? Exactly.
On its own, this observation
may say little about Canada, and
perhaps even less about the United States. But it does say some-

thing about reading The Starboard
Sea, a novel that asks its readers
in 2012 to swallow whole the mythology of the Poor Little Northeastern Preppie while offering
little deviation from its stock
characters nor surprises from its
soapy plot in return.
As you would guess, The Catcher
in the Rye haunts any story of this
kind, and in this case it’s a ghost
that presents unfavourable comparison with disheartening regularity. It reminds us of how
astonishing Salinger’s achievement was in making Catcher a
narrative with such universal
appeal. Where his Holden Caulfield rendered undefined angst
with idiosyncratic acuteness, Dermont’s mildly grieving hero,
Jason Prosper, is merely a sad
young man with lousy luck in
need of some Upper East Side
therapy and a time machine to
deliver him out of Ordinary People.
When we meet Jason he (like
Holden) finds himself at the end
of the line of expulsions from
fancier, more selective schools,
dumped off by his chronically
adulterous and emotionally cold
father at Bellingham Academy.

We learn that Jason recently lost
his best friend, Cal, to suicide.
And that Cal and Jason had been
involved in a prep-school love
that dare not speak its name for
the months prior to his death
and, only days earlier, the embarrassment of Jason’s father barging in to discover the two boys
sharing the same single bed.
At Bellingham, Jason allows his

mourning to be offset by Aidan, a
chilly mystery of a girl (“She worried me, intrigued me”) as well as
sailing, the sport Jason and Cal
lost themselves together in. Both
Aidan and sailing are attributed
with mystical qualities, islands of
honesty amidst all what Holden
Caulfield would call phony in the
world, as well as narratively convenient epiphany generators. If a
hopeful reader suspects this piling up of yacht-and-blazer clichés
will be yanked away to reveal a
new take on this overly familiar
material, the optimism proves to
be without cause. This is no reinvention of the private school novel in the vein of Donna Tartt’s
wildly involving The Secret History, though it, too, is nodded at in
passing.
There is, however, evidence of
Dermont’s genuine affection for
her characters, and convincing familiarity with late-1980s preppie
banter that lends authenticity to
the insults and provocations of
dining hall and quad. And as
Jason’s boredom (Cal himself reasoned that this is why they called
it “boarding school”) is occasionally interrupted by more bad
news – a hurricane here, a dead

lover there – we follow along contentedly enough, remembering
our own adolescent boredoms,
our own first broken hearts. Perhaps this is ultimately the attraction of prep-school lit: It allows
us to indulge, again, in the dramas of youth we claimed to have
invented ourselves.
The Starboard Sea is a sensitively
felt first novel that is not without
its nostalgic comforts and the
entertainment of cushioned tragedies. There will undoubtedly be
readers with soft spots for anything ivy-covered more than
ready to forgive its generic characters and situations, though one
suspects that most of those will
hold American passports. The insatiable fetish for expensive prep
school and hallowed college is
uniquely theirs, the secrets of the
midnight dorm room their most
cherished. “Let me tell you about
the very rich,” F. Scott Fitzgerald
wrote. “They are different from
you and me.” And he’s right, at
least as far as the many novels he
inspired, such as this one, are to
be halfway believed.
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Restoring dignity, one piece of art at a time
A student project comes to an Eastside mission – with a little help from one of Vancouver’s biggest collectors
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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T

he dining hall at the Union
Gospel Mission’s new facility
in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside is a model of efficiency.
With its cafeteria set-up, familystyle seating and huge food-storage area, it’s a vast improvement over the cheek-by-jowl
communal-table arrangement
that preceded the new $29-million building, which opened last
April. But it’s fairly obvious that
the immense room, with its big,
blank, mustard-and-grey walls,
could use a little something.
Like some art.
“I think it would be nice to
have something to look at, to
just kind of brighten the room
and make a real nice atmosphere,” says Randy Spark, UGM’s
kitchen manager, who oversees
hundreds of hot meals that are
served each day. More than half
his staff members have been
through UGM’s recovery program.
When you talk to the people
who operate the mission, you
hear the word “dignity” a lot.
This is a prime concern: restoring dignity to difficult lives.
There is dignity, the mission believes, in having a comfortable –
and beautiful – space in which
to eat, catch up with friends, or
just pause from the hardships of
the day.
“We often see people living up
to the space they are in,” offers
UGM’s Keela Keeping. “If it’s dirty and chaotic, people are less
likely to care for their surroundings, including other people in
it. ... It is my feeling that art in

the dining room will help
remove any lingering feelings of
an institutional setting and subtly make it more home-like and
inviting.”
Across town on breezy, picturesque Granville Island, a group
of students is working on it.
They’ve enrolled in a course at
Emily Carr University of Art +
Design designed specifically this
semester to realize the UGM
project. Forget final exams: This
course will wrap up in April
with the real-world test of largescale art installation in the mission’s dining room (with professional help).
“This interaction that the
guests at UGM are going to be
having with our pieces that we
create is huge,” says student
Lindsay Block-Glass. “It will
change the space completely.”
The idea was sparked on a
Monday night last summer
when Richard Deacon, a longtime UGM donor and volunteer,
was working a shift in the kitchen. “I was looking at the walls
in this gorgeous building and
thought, boy, they’re just missing something,” says Deacon
(who happens to work for The
Globe and Mail). “There are all
these beautiful orange-coloured
chairs, and the walls are yellow,
but there’s zero art. I don’t have
a ton of money, but we have
some pieces of art in our home,
and they inspire me. And I just
thought ... that people who use
this facility deserved to have the
same kind of visual stimulation,
if you will, and the chance to
enhance their lives like anyone
else.”
The mission believes in the

power of art and runs several
art-related programs, but it certainly has no budget to be buying it. So the following weekend,
Deacon called up Bob Rennie, a
local real-estate marketing
machine and prolific art collector who has opened an exhibition space, the Rennie
Collection at Wing Sang. Would
Rennie (also a UGM supporter)
consider getting involved? By
Monday morning, Rennie was
firing off e-mails with ideas.
“This is our community,” says
Wendy Chang, director of the
Rennie Collection, which is
located a few blocks from the
mission. “Everyone was gung-ho
right away.”
What wasn’t clear was whether
lending art from the collection
would work. With a mandate to
focus on identity, social injustice
and appropriation, the Rennie
Collection work can be challenging and political, and UGM was
looking for something more
pleasant and inspirational (although not religious, despite the
mission’s Christian basis). Anything that could upset UGM’s
users in any way, that could provoke unpleasant memories,
would not be appropriate.
Rennie sits on the board at
Emily Carr, and it didn’t take
long for the idea of having students create work for the space
to form. The university was also
enthusiastic.
“I thought a course that is
project-based would be a great
opportunity for the students,”
says Yunhee Min, who teaches
the Vicinity of Painting course.
“It’s the first time for a lot of
people – including myself –

teaching a class that is actually
going to realize a work on-site.”
Min has divided the class into
four teams, each taking on a different area of the 2,917 squarefoot dining hall. This week they
presented their ideas to the
UGM and Rennie Collection
honchos for the first time, in a
school studio.
The proposals include a 50colour, 320-tile piece created
with input from UGM’s users,
who will choose a colour “that
prompts positive memories” and
also suggest a word – such as
“hope” or “faith” – to go on the
tile (or the word may be extracted from interviews the
team will conduct with the clients).
“We want to create something
positive and beautiful and hopeful for the space,” says BlockGlass, presenting her group’s
piece We are All Colours.
“I’m really impressed,” says
Chang after watching the presentations. “Each group has taken a very interesting approach.”
But with real-life applications
come real-life considerations.
Neither of the two women presenting a proposal for a ceiling
mobile has built a mobile before
– would the non-concrete ceilings be able to support it? Carey
Fouks, the Rennie collection’s
director, art services, suggests a
change in direction. “If you do
paper lanterns, then you don’t
have an issue,” he says.
Another group’s proposal for a
“vertical garden” installation for
one large wall is an aesthetically
pleasing assemblage of pieces
created from different materials,
all in varying shades of green.

But Fouks zeroes in on the pieces created with egg-crate foam:
not very durable, he says. Worse,
the material might evoke
unpleasant feelings. “The foam
is maybe not a happy thing for
these people,” says Fouks, pointing out that many of UGM’s clients may have spent
uncomfortable nights on a foam
mattress.
A fourth group, proposing installations for the pillars, suggests using historic train-hopper
symbols, used historically to
communicate information about
important matters such as
whether a place had work to offer, or a dog, or would serve a
meal. One symbol, indicating
good food, seems a particularly
good fit for the project: I8.
The discussions in the classroom range beyond the art and
its creation, extending to the
space and the users.
“School’s not always something that we can apply, to be
honest, to real life,” says BlockGlass. “So to have something
that is impactful as well as
being educational for us and
make a difference is really exciting and inspiring.”
Back at the mission, Spark,
who is about to serve up a
lunch of sausage patties, rice,
mashed potatoes and veggies, is
looking forward to seeing something on those big empty walls.
“I think it’s going to be awesome,” says Spark, who’s been
kitchen manager for nine years.
“I don’t know what exactly the
pictures are that they’re going to
do or anything, but I have full
confidence that they’re gonna
be great.”

